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HOW (NOT) TO COMPOSE AN OPERA
How is it possible to tell a story in music? What is "dramatic music"? What rules
operate in a world in which everyone sings all the time? Which is more important,
music or words? Where should the priorities lie, with the singers or with the
orchestra?
For 400 years opera composers in the Western world have been
wrestling with these questions, and they have come up with a wide range of
solutions. The composer writing opera in the 21st century therefore has a
bewildering array of possible models to choose from. John Drummond explores ways
in which opera has been composed from a historical perspective, and concludes with
thoughts about the techniques he has used in composing the music for his opera
"Larnach", premiered in May this year.
John Drummond, who will present all sessions, is Blair Professor of Music at the
University of Otago. He has been involved in opera since his teens, conducting and
directing it, writing and broadcasting about it, and composing it.
The Lecture Programme
14 September

"Inducing in another the passion that one feels oneself

The Florentine musicians who invented opera around 1600 established ground rules
drawn from their research into Greek tragedy. But communicating the passions felt
by an individual meant creating a new kind of musical expression - recitative
21 September

"Airs that charm and elevate, {and} acquire the applause
of the audience"

By the end of the seventeenth century opera had become spectacular entertainment, and
the opera seria that followed focused on solo arias for star singers. What was dramatic
about that? Nothing, said some commentators, and the artificiality of opera seria aroused
criticism, much of it satirical and funny.
.
28 September
"Music's true office: serving poetry by means of expression"
In the 1760s a group including the composer Gluck sought to create a new kind of opera
driven by the need for 'beautiful simplicity'. At the same time, composers of comic opera
devised a way to present in music an evolving dramatic situation involving several characters
simultaneously: the ensemble, whose greatest exponent was Mozart.
5 October

"The stimulation of nerves and senses"

During the nineteenth century Italian composers focused on telling stories of high emotion
through the power of the human voice. Bellini, Donizetti, Verdi and Puccini provided a mix
of thrilling dramatic situations and thrilling music - just what the public wanted. Wagner
would call it 'entertainment for tired businessmen'.
12 October

"A fully-rounded and self-contained work of art**

Wagner's solution to composing opera was to create a complete musical universe,
continuous, symphonic and orchestral, linked to the story through musical motives.
He called it The Music of the Future, and almost took over the operatic world.
19 October

"Okay, so now what?"

Where does all this leave the opera composer today? The twentieth century saw some
interesting experiments, including serial opera, non-opera opera, sung-play, and
minimalist opera. But opera audiences continue to look to the traditional works.
John Drummond explains how he approached the task of telling the story of William
Larnach in his recent opera, using many of the musical techniques outlined in this
course.

